Cedar Creek Ecology Book Club

June 8th, 6pm – 8pm
2660 Fawn Lake Drive, East Bethel

Are you interested in our impact on Planet Earth? The web of life? Climate change? Nature? Ecology? If so, this book club is the place for you! No scientific background or expertise is necessary, ever!

Our mission is to:

1. Gain a deeper understanding and appreciation of the history and study of ecology.
2. Develop a deeper knowledge base on ecological issues that affect our world.
3. Inspire active volunteerism in environmental activities.

We will be discussing *For Love of Lakes* by local author Darby Nelson, and going for a ~1 mile hike to Cedar Bog Lake which is featured in the book. Cedar Bog Lake is on the Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve property, which is normally closed to the public. Join us for a lively conversation, snacks, and an opportunity to visit a beautiful and important local lake!

Questions or RSVPs? Email cedarcreekbookclub@gmail.com or comment on our facebook page (@ecobookclub). All are welcome, even if you haven’t finished the book!